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Welcome to the

Hand Tools Catalogue 2015

HOLDON offers trade quality
hand and contractor tools at
great prices, delivering
fantastic value for money.

INTRODUCTION
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HOLDON TOOLS

NORMAL
USEFUL LIFE

Measuring Tools
Levels
Screwdrivers
Hammers
Pliers
Wrenches
Spanners and sockets
Carpentry
Builders tools
Contractors tools
Shovels
Storage

5 Years
10 Years
10 Years
10 Years
10 Years
10 Years
10 Years
5 Years
5 Years
5 Years
10 Years
5 Years

HOLDON offers a lifetime guarantee on
hand tools* against defects for its ‘normal
useful life’ from the date of purchase.
The guarantee applies exclusively to the
original purchaser and is not transferable.
For how to claim your Holdon Lifetime
Guarantee visit www.holdontools.com
*exclusions apply
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MEASURING
Superior strength spirit levels and quick return tape measures that provide
consistently accurate results.

MEASURING
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Tape Measures

Compact, quick return tapes with blade lock for accurate measurement
Part No.

Description

ex vat

HN00003
HN00004

5M Tape
8M Tape

£4.55
£7.55

1.8M Aluminium Feather Edge
Feather and straight edge aluminium ruler
HN00304
£41.25 ex vat

+ Lightweight
+ Manufactured with one edge tapered and one edge flat
+ Can also be used as a straight edge for ruling and cutting

HN00325
£13.35 ex vat
+ Strong magnets allow hands free use on steel surfaces

MEASURING

250mm Cast Alloy 3 Vial Magnetic Level
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225mm Magnetic Torpedo Level
HN00005
£5.95 ex vat

Builder's Post Level

For plumbing pipes, posts and levelling
rolled steel joist (RSJ) beams
HN00327
£5.15 ex vat

+ Easy to use
+ Accurate levels

80mm Line Level

For setting out levels over large areas
where precision is of secondary importance
HN00326
£3.05 ex vat

MEASURING
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300mm Combination Square

Steel with spirit level. Blade marked metric and imperial
graduations on both sides
HN00317
£13.95 ex vat

+ Can mark 45º and 90º with adjustable depth
for repetition marking and scribing
+ Removable marking scribe

30M Open Frame
Surveyor Tape

Crucial for site layouts & accurate
measuring of large areas
HN00303
£39.15 ex vat

+ Heavy duty
+ Metric and imperial graduations

Part No.

Description

ex vat		

HN00273
HN00274
HN00276
HN00277
HN00345

600mm Heavy Duty Black Spirit Level
900mm Heavy Duty Black Spirit Level
1200mm Heavy Duty Black Spirit Level
1800mm Heavy Duty Black Spirit Level
Heavy Duty Aluminium Torpedo Level

£29.85
£34.55
£46.35
£56.65
£13.35

MEASURING

Heavy Duty Black Spirit Level
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CUTTING
From the ever popular Viper knife to other utility, retractable, auto loading and
snap off knives, this collection of knives offer exceptional quality and performance.

Snap Off Knife

General maintainance knife with quick change mechanism

CUTTING
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Part No.

HN00140
HN00142

Description

18mm Snap Off Blade Knife
18mm Snap Off Knife Blades (10 Pack)

ex vat

£2.05
£2.05

Utility Knives

General purpose knives with retractable blades for safe storage

Part No.

Description

HN00008
HN00009
HN00138

Retractable Utility Knife
Heavy Duty Utility Knife Blades (10 Pack)
Quick Change Retractable Safety Knife

ex vat

£4.25
£1.95
£11.75

Viper Knives

Multi-functional cutting tool with sports blade. Crammed with a stainless steel sports blade, a
secure lock 'n' release button for added safety, and a contoured, comfort, slip resistant grip, Viper
is the ideal companion for a variety of cutting tasks.

Dual Blade
HN00216
£16.45 ex vat
+ Safety lock ‘n’ load release system
+ Smooth & serrated edges
+ 3" Stainless steel sports blade
+ Lock back function which is compatible with
all universal utility blades

Single Blade Utility Knife
HN00217
£12.35 ex vat

Heavy Duty Straight Aviation Snips
Task specific metal cutters
HN00221		
£13.35 ex vat

CUTTING

+ One touch blade change
+ Blade storage
+ Lock back function which is compatible with
all universal utility blades
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SCREWDRIVERS
From VDE, pozi, Phillips and slotted, these screwdrivers deliver great torque, grip,
maximum strength and performance.

SCREWDRIVERS
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Screwdriver Sets

General purpose screwdriver sets in nylon wallets

Part No.

Description

ex vat

HN00001
HN00002

7pc Screwdriver Set
7pc VDE Screwdriver Set

£19.05
£23.75

Pozi Screwdrivers
HN00051
HN00077
HN00078

No.2 Pozi x 250mm
No.1 Pozi x 80mm Bar Length
No.2 Pozi x 100mm Bar Length

£4.45
£1.75
£2.15

Slotted Screwdrivers
HN00086
HN00087
HN00297

5.5mm x 125mm Bar Length
6.5mm x 150mm Bar Length
10mm x 250mm Bar Length

£2.35
£2.85
£6.15

Voltage indicator is suitable for testing AC voltage from 120- 250v against earth
HN00329
£4.15 ex vat

SCREWDRIVERS

140mm Large Mains Tester 120-250v
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SAWS
Ultimate cutting performance is consistently delivered across a wide range of
wood, metal and plastic cutting applications from rough ripping to fine cut saws.

RAPSAW
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Rapsaw offers superior strength and delivers a solid, professional finish. Crammed with core
benefits such as; thicker blade to minimise whip, hard point for superior life, push and pull
action cutting action, protective finger grip and soft touch handles for extra comfort in use, all
supporting faster cutting.

Triple Ground Universal Hand Saws
Super sharp triple ground teeth

Part No.

Description

ex vat

HN00143
HN00144
HN00145

14" 7tpi Hand Saw
20" 7tpi Hand Saw
22" 7tpi Hand Saw

£9.75
£11.35
£12.35

300mm Floorboard Saw

Serrated edge plunges through timber and floorboards with ease
HN00323
£12.35 ex vat

+ 12tpi
+ Laminated coated blade

12" Fine Cut 11tpi Tenon Saw

Fast cutting – with super sharp triple ground teeth

+ Moulded rubber handles for comfort
+ Triple ground hardened teeth for superior long lasting quality

RAPSAW

HN00244
£15.95 ex vat
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22" Triple Pack Saws

Triple action! Featuring general purpose and fine cut blades, this triple pack will support your cutting
needs offering superb value for money

HN00247
£32.95 ex vat
Consisting of:
2 x 22" 7tpi General Purpose Saw
1 x 22" Heavy Duty Teflon 11tpi Fine Cut Saw
+ Effortless cutting – Teflon coated fine saw
+ Moulded rubber handles for comfort
+ Super sharp laminated blade for easier cutting
+ Hardened teeth for superior long lasting quality
+ Cuts on both pull and push strokes

Triple Saw Pack

This RAPSAW triple saw pack supports all your cutting requirements

HN00261
£31.95 ex vat

RAPSAW
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Consisting of:
1 x 22"Universal Cut Saw
1 x 12" Tenon Saw 12tpi
1 x Performance Jab Saw
Storage bag securely locks the product in place

Performance Jab Saw

Its sharp piercing point punches through plasterboard quickly, whilst its 8tpi effortlessly slices through.
Transport and store the saw safely using the tough sheath
HN00260
£13.85 ex vat

+ Supplied with a tough sheath to protect the blade
+ Perfect for cutting through plasterboard with ease
+ Softgrip, finger moulded handle for a comfortable grip

Hacksaws

Part No.

Description

ex vat

HN00270
HN00272
HN00012
HN00146
HN00135
HN00155.5

300mm Hacksaw
Back Handled Junior Hacksaw
Wire Junior Hacksaw Frame
12" Professional Hacksaw Frame
Junior Hacksaw Blades (10 Pack)
5 Pack 24tpi x 300mm Bi-Hard Hacksaw Blades

£13.35
£5.75
£1.75
			
£21.15					
£3.15				
£9.25

			

320mm Plastic Mitre Box

+ Ideal for skirting boards and framing
+ Two 45º and 90º guides on both edges
+ Front lip prevents slippage in use

RAPSAW

HN00318
£15.45 ex vat
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HAMMERS
High impact hammers endowed with fully hardened heads, slip resistant
contoured handles and large sweet spots to minimise effort in use.

HAMMERS
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Steel Shafted Claw Hammers
+ Steel shafted curved claw hammer
with shock absorbing handle
Part No.

Description

ex vat

HN00284
HN00006

16oz Claw Hammer
20oz Claw Hammer

£11.85
£12.35

14oz Dry Wall Hammer
HN00353
£25.75 ex vat

+ Blade edge is ideal for removal of old material
+ One piece forged steel head and shaft for superb durability
+ Checker face for non-slip nail striking
+ Offset face to aid overhead working
+ Shock absorbing comfort grip handle

20oz Steel Brick Hammer
HN00338
£20.65 ex vat
+ Heavy duty bricklayers hammer
+ Ideal for cutting and dressing bricks and masonry

Scutch Comb Hammer

Hickory shaft single ended scutch hammer

+ Scutch hammer with FSC hickory shaft
+ Hardened square striking face at one end and
a single comb slot at the opposite end
+ Specialist hammer ideal for dressing and cleaning bricks
+ Comes with a scutch comb

HAMMERS

HN00337
£24.25 ex vat
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22oz Curved Claw Hammer
HN00195
£38.15 ex vat

+ Long contoured handle provides a firm slip resistant grip
+ Square striking face offers a larger sweet spot
+ Shock absorbing rubberised handle helps deflect vibrations, reducing hand fatigue
+ Integral magnetic nail holder

Curved Claw Hammers
+ Integral magnetic nail holder
+ Slip resistant grip offers impact protection
+ Lightweight shock absorbing PVR handle
+ Large striking sweet spot minimises
effort required to insert nails

Part No.

Description

ex vat

HN00248
HN00249

16oz Curved Claw Hammer
20oz Curved Claw Hammer

£12.85
£13.95

Club Hammers
+ Slip resistant grip offers impact protection
+ Lightweight shock absorbing PVR handle
delivers outstanding strength and protects
against hand fatigue

HAMMERS
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Part No.

Description

ex vat

HN00250
HN00251

2½lb Club Hammer
4lb Club Hammer

£13.95
£15.95

Hickory Shaft Club Hammers
			

+ Forged head carbon steel club hammers
with straight grained hickory shafts
+ 100% FSC Shaft

Part No.

Description

ex vat

HN00171
HN00173

2½lb Hickory Club Hammer
4lb Hickory Club Hammer

£15.45
£18.75

Hickory Shaft Sledge Hammers

+ Forged head carbon sledge hammers with straight grained hickory shafts
+ 100% FSC Shaft
Part No.

Description

ex vat

HN00175
HN00177
HN00179

7lb Hickory Shaft Sledge Hammer
10lb Hickory Shaft Sledge Hammer
14lb Hickory Shaft Sledge Hammer

£31.95
£36.05
£44.35

36" Hickory Shaft Sledge Hammer Stale
HN00302
£17.55 ex vat
+ 100% FSC Shaft

4 Piece Nail Set & Centre Punch Set

100mm Bradawl

HN00320
£8.75 ex vat

HN00328
£4.15 ex vat

+ 4 cupped nails sizes 1.5, 2.5, 3 and 5mm
+ Fully hardened and tempered steel set

+ Round blade with tapered end to reduce
timber splitting
+ For making pilot holes in wood

HAMMERS
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PLIERS
Super strength precision pliers with hardened jaws and comfortable, fast action
anti-slip comfort grip handles exert maximum force with minimum effort.

PLIERS
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200mm Carpenter's Pincers
HN00293
£13.35 ex vat

+ Chrome vanadium steel
+ Professional quality
+ Hardened, ground and polished jaws with high leverage handles

200mm End Cutting Pliers
HN00292
£13.35 ex vat

+ Chrome vanadium steel
+ Hardened cutting edges				

Universal Pliers

Part No.

HN00100
HN00101
HN00103
HN00226

Description

8" Combination Pliers
6" Diagonal Side Cutting Pliers
8" Long Nose Pliers
250mm Self Locking Pliers (Mole Grip)

ex vat 			

£11.15
£9.05
£9.55
£14.75

PLIERS

General purpose pliers for gripping
and cutting tasks
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9pc VDE Set
HN00024
£65.45 ex vat
Set consisting of:
5x VDE Screwdrivers
1x Mains Tester
1x Pair Diagonal Cutters
1x Pair Combination Pliers
1x Pair Long Nose Pliers
all in Nylon Wallet

18" Bolt Cutters
HN00310
£28.85 ex vat

PLIERS
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+
+
+
+

Centre cut jaw pattern
Drop forged handles
Carbon steel jaws hardened to give long life
For cutting high tensile material up to 40HRC

WRENCHES
Adjustable anti-slip wrenches with vice grip jaws and comfortable grip handles
deliver optimum control and maximum strength.

Adjustable Wrenches

General purpose wrenches with
polished heads and comfort grip handles
Part No.

Description

HN00015
HN00016
HN00017
HN00052

6" Adjustable Wrench
8" Adjustable Wrench
10" Adjustable Wrench
12" Adjustable Wrench

ex vat 		

£12.35
£14.95
£19.55
£24.25

15 & 22mm Basin Wrench
Specialised wrenches for basin
and bath compression fittings

Adjustable 15 & 22mm Basin Wrench

Adjustable pivot head to 90º for hard to reach bath and basin tap nuts
HN00296
£10.25 ex vat

WRENCHES

HN00061
£7.05 ex vat
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PLUMBING
Our range of specialist plumbing tools have secure grips and
precision engineered faces to get the job done.

PLUMBING
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Pipe Bender

Heavy Duty Pipe Bender 15 & 22mm
HN00133
£72.15 ex vat

+ Delivers an even, accurate bend everytime
across a wide range of pipe sizes

Pipe Slicers

Pipe cutters for slicing copper tube
+ Single action for one-handed cutting
+ Ideal for tight spaces

Part No.

HN00067
HN00068
HN00069
HN00059

Description

15mm Pipe Slice
22mm Pipe Slice
28mm Pipe Slice
Pipe Slice Wheels

ex vat

		

£9.25
£12.35
£16.45
£1.25

Pipe Cutters

Adjustable cutters for copper, aluminium and light steel pipe

Part No.

HN00057
HN00058
HN00060
HN00070

Description

3-16mm Pipe Cutter
4-28mm Pipe Cutter
Pipe Slice Wheels to suit HN00057 & 58
Plastic Pipe Cutter

ex vat

£7.25
£11.85
£1.25
£14.95

		

PLUMBING

+ Incorporates precision steel
wheels & rollers for true cut
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Water Pump Pliers

Pliers for water pump fittings
10” Water Pump Plier
HN00018
£15.95 ex vat

+ Anti-slip comfort grip handles that exert maximum force with minimum effort
+ Serrated jaws to grip around objects with ease

Heater Spanner

Cranked ring heater spanner
HN00064
£8.05 ex vat
+ Size 3 3/8" - 86mm
+ The flat style immersion spanner
is made from zinc plated, pressed steel
+ A one piece casting allows a really tight immersion
heater spanner to be loosened by striking the handle

Radiator Spanner
HN00066
£3.85 ex vat
+ Zinc plated steel radiator spanner for 3/8" and
10mm square section radiator vent plugs and bleed screws

Four Way Key
HN00073
£3.55 ex vat

PLUMBING
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+ Multi purpose four way key
for opening meter cupboards,
aircon units and mains consoles

8pc Folding Key Set
Metric 1.5 - 8mm
HN00158
£10.05 ex vat

CARPENTRY

CARPENTARY

This selection of tools are formed for use in a wide range of woodworking and
joinery applications.
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No.4 Smoothing Plane
HN00349
£46.35 ex vat

+ Blade mouth resistant to wear
+ Frog has machined settings, controlling the angle of the 		
blade and is fully adjustable for all timber tasks
+ Recessed bearing surfaces to prevent sticking 		
+ Adjustable depth and lateral cutting edge settings
+ Chrome plated lever cap with kidney shaped hole to 		
secure assembly to frog

No.5 Jack Plane
HN00350
£56.65 ex vat

CARPENTRY
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+ Blade mouth resistant to wear
+ Flat accurate precision ground surfaces to base and sides
+ Frog has machined settings, controlling the angle of the blade
and is fully adjustable for all timber tasks
+ Recessed bearing surfaces to prevent sticking
+ Adjustable depth and lateral cutting edge settings
+ Chrome plated lever cap with kidney shaped
hole to secure assembly to frog

No.60 ½ Block Plane
HN00351
£36.05 ex vat
+ Body made from fine grey iron - has a high wear resistance
and delivers a precise finish
+ Blade mouth resistant to wear
+ Flat accurate precision ground surfaces to base and sides
+ Finger rests are fully adjustable
+ Low angle cutter for end grain and laminates

No.220 Block Plane
HN00352
£30.85 ex vat
+ Body made from fine grey iron - has a high wear resistance
and delivers a precise finish
+ Blade mouth resistant to wear
+ Flat accurate precision ground surfaces to base and sides
+ Fully adjustable finger rests
+ Low angle cutter for end grain and laminates

5pc Bevel Edge Wood Chisel Set

Strike cap chisels for joinery and light commercial work

+ Strike through cap
+ 6mm, 12mm, 20mm,
25mm and 32mm

		

CARPENTRY

HN00186
£42.25 ex vat
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BUILDING
This range of tough specialist refurbishment and demolition tools are solid forged
and fully hardened for extra strength and durability - perfect for brick, block and
board work.

BUILDING
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44mm x 216mm Electrician’s Bolster
Forged steel bolster for cutting and lifting tasks
HN00163
£14.95 ex vat

Brick Bolsters

Forged steel bolsters for
brick and block trimming

Part No.

Description

ex vat

HN00161
HN00162
HN00164
HN00165

70mm x 216mm Brick Bolster with Safety Grip
102mmx 216mm Brick Bolster with Safety Grip
70mm x 216mm Brick Bolster (No Safety Grip)
102mmx 216mm Brick Bolster (No Safety Grip)

£20.05
£23.15
£17.05
£18.05

Cold Chisels

Octagon shank chisels with polished cutting edges

Part No.

Description

ex vat

HN00168
HN00170
HN00285
HN00286
HN00287

19mm x 200mm Cold Chisel
25mm x 250mm Cold Chisel
25mm x 305mm Cold Chisel
20mm x 305mm Cold Chisel
20mm x 450mm Cold Chisel

£6.45
£9.55
£12.35
£10.25
£13.35

HN00322
£6.15 ex vat

BUILDING

200mm Half Round 2nd Cut File
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60mm Flooring Chisel
HN00288
£14.45 ex vat
+ Hardened and tempered cutting edge
+ Ideal for cutting floorboard tongue

250mm Plugging Chisel
HN00289
£12.35 ex vat
+ Hardened and tempered cutting edge
+ Designed to remove mortar from between bricks before removing or repointing

2 Black Markers
Chisel tip nibs
HN00267
£4.65 ex vat

3 Carpenter Pencils
Hard Grade HN00314
Medium Grade HN00315
£2.55 ex vat

Combination Stop Cock Key
Fits most ½" and ¾" stopcocks
HN00339
£24.75 ex vat

BUILDING
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Line Pins (2 Pack)

Solid forged heavy duty line
pins with large heads
HN00343
£4.45 ex vat

Alloy 30M Chalk Line Reel
c/w 4oz Chalk
HN00347
£13.35 ex vat
+ High chalk retention

225g Blue Chalk Refill
HN00316
£3.35 ex vat

Chalk Lines

For marking between two points to give a straight line

Part No.

Description

ex vat

HN00311
HN00313
HN00321
HN00344

18M Nylon Chalk Line
18M Orange Polyethylene Line
30M Orange Ranging Line
18M Cotton Chalk Line

£1.85
£1.85
£4.15
£2.05

		

3pc 25mm Scutch Comb/Plain Comb Set

8" x 1" Scutch Comb Holder
HN00298
£10.25 ex vat

BUILDING

25mm scutch comb length
HN00332
£4.15 ex vat
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5 Piece Wrecking Bar Set

Fully sharpened claw tips for easy penetration into timber materials
HN00348
£41.15 ex vat

Set consisting of:
450mm Wrecking Bar (18")		
375mm Pry Bar (15")
175mm Pry Bar (7")
350mm Double Ended Nail Pulling Wrecking Bar (14")
280mm Double Ended Nail Puller (11")

Wrecking Bars

Traditional pattern octagonal wrecking bars
24"
HN00192
£13.95 ex vat

+ Heavy duty demolition tool
+ Precision ground wide prying edges offer better access
+ Offers extreme strength and durability

8" Bucket Trowel

Square corners of the trowel allow items from
the bottom of a bucket to be picked up easily
HN00307
£8.75 ex vat

BUILDING
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11" Philadelphia
Pattern Brick Trowel
Hardened and tempered
building trowels
HN00290
£10.85 ex vat

6" Pointing Trowel
Hardened and tempered
building trowel
HN00291
£6.15 ex vat

7" Gauging Trowel

For mixing and applying small
quantities of cement
HN00341
£6.15 ex vat

Plasterer’s Finishing Trowel

For leveling out plastering once on the wall
Description

ex vat

HN00342
HN00309

11" x 4.5" Plastering Trowel
18" x 4.5" Plastering Trowel

£13.95
£15.95

		

BUILDING

Part No.
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11" x 4.5" Notched Adhesive Trowel
For even spread of tile adhesive
HN00306
£13.95 ex vat

18" Flooring Trowel

For applying mortar or cement to the floor
HN00308
£20.05 ex vat

80mm Mixing Paddle

To mix paint, plaster and cement slurries

BUILDING
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HN00319
£8.25 ex vat
+ For use with electric drills
+ Precision ground wide prying edges offer better access
+ Offers extreme strength and durability

12" Aluminium Plasterer's Hawk
For holding plaster
HN00305
£24.25 ex vat
+ Lightweight aluminium plasterers hawk
+ Detachable softgrip handle

13" Polyurethane Plasterer's Hawk
HN00333
£20.05 ex vat

+ Rigid lightweight construction
+ For comfortable use over long periods
+ Smooth easy clean surface

Polyurethane Float
+ Lightweight float made from hard wearing
foam that will not break under load

Part No.

Description

HN00334
HN00335

13" x 5.5" Polyurethane Float
13" x 7" Polyurethane Float

ex vat

£8.75
£10.85

½" x 5⁄8" Brick Jointer
HN00340
£5.65 ex vat

BUILDING

Ideal for giving a professional finish to joints betwen bricks
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125mm 6 Wheel Glass Cutter
6 cutting wheels with a snap off vice
HN00331
£5.15 ex vat

150mm One Hand Speed Clamp
HN00330
£10.25 ex vat

3-in-1 Staple, Crown & Brad Nail Gun
HN00234
£26.75 ex vat
+ 500 x 8mm regular staples
+ 500 x 12mm U shaped staples
+ 500 x 10mm brad nails

BUILDING
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CONTRACTOR

CONTRACTOR

This versatile range of contractor tools feature hardened steel heads
for specialist ground work tasks.
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Tarmac Rakes

Tubular steel head rake with 69" wooden or tubular steel shaft
+ Round tines effortlessly spread loose base materials

Part No.

Description

ex vat

HN00031
HN00032

All Steel Tarmac Rake
Wooden Handle Tarmac Rake

£23.15
£26.25

200mm Floor Scraper

Heat treated forged steel head floor scrapers with tubular steel shaft

Part No.

Description

ex vat

HN00040
HN00045

All Steel 200mm Floor Scraper
Blade Only

£15.35
£3.55

Rammer

All Steel 10lb Tamper
HN00041
£29.65 ex vat
+ Tubular shaft rammer with 5" square tamping base

6kg Pavior Maul
Hardwood shaft
HN00324
£46.35 ex vat

CONTRACTOR
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26oz Rubber Mallet
Fibreglass shaft
HN00336
£7.75 ex vat

Crowbar Chisel & Point

Solid forged steel crowbar for prying and levering heavy objects
HN00042 5' x 11/8"
£33.85 ex vat

Post Hole Digger

Hardened steel post hole digger with comfortable grip wooden handles
HN00044
£46.35 ex vat

30" Contractor Fork

Carbon steel head fork with ‘contour fit’ smooth weld shaft for
ground work with metal Y shaped, wooden dowel handle
HN00034
£34.55 ex vat

Pick Axe

Ideal for breaking concrete and other ground work preparation
HN00300
HN00301

Description

7lb Pick Axe Head
36" Pick Axe Stale

2.2kg Grubbing Mattock Head
Ideal for breaking up heavy ground
HN00299
£17.55 ex vat

ex vat

£17.55
£17.55

CONTRACTOR

Part No.
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SHOVELS
These shovels are tough forged with hardened blades
- essential kit for professional contractors undertaking
demanding ground work tasks.

SHOVELS
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Tubular Steel Shovels

Carbon steel blade shovels with ‘contour fit’ smooth weld shafts for
various ground work tasks, all with metal Y shaped, wooden dowel handles

Part No.

Description

ex vat

HN00025
HN00026
HN00035
HN00036

All Steel No.2 Taper Mouth Shovel
All Steel No.2 Square Mouth Shovel
All Steel Trenching Shovel
All Steel Newcastle Draining Shovel

£23.15
£23.15
£26.75
£26.75

Long Handled Round Shovel
Wooden Handle
HN00294
£26.25 ex vat

Fully Insulated Shovels

Round corner tempered steel head blade shovels with layered insulation
and hand stop for cable and pipe work, all with plastic 'Y' shaped handles
HN00120
HN00121
HN00122
HN00123

Description

No.2 Taper Mouth Shovel
Cable Laying Shovel
Draining Shovel
Grafting Shovel

ex vat

£77.35
£77.35
£77.35
£77.35

SHOVELS

Part No.
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STORAGE
Rule your tools.
From heavy duty tool bags to solid tool boxes, this collection
of storage solutions allow effortless organisation

26" Self-closing tool box

Release your tools at your command. CELL tool box ensures that you won't spill your tools again.
The auto locking lid ensures the box will not fall open when the handle is in use. The impact resistant
base and rubber corners ensures durability in use and the tough softgrip handle offers an ergonomic,
comfortable hold. Two removable tool trays rest securely on the top of the box and are perfect for
storing quick access, high use items such as knives.
HN00265
£77.35 ex vat

STORAGE
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+ Box will not open once the handle is in use
+ Impact resistant base
+ Auto locking latches
+ Removable organisers

20" Heavy Duty Tote Bag
Soft storage

HN00279
£44.35 ex vat

+ Large robust aluminium handle
+ Oversized padded shoulder strap for comfort
+ Pocket for safe saw storage

Soft storage

HN00076
£37.15 ex vat

+ Pocket for safe saw storage
+ Multi internal / external pockets for storage

Heavy Duty Oval
Soft Storage Bag
Soft storage

HN00237
£44.35 ex vat

+ Large storage capacity
+ Multi internal / external pockets for storage

Heavy Duty 17" Rubber
Based Tote Bag
Soft storage

HN00238
£44.35 ex vat

+ Rubber base for protection
- Ideal for plumbers
+ Pocket for safe saw storage
+ Heavy duty aluminium handle

15" Organiser Tool Case
Hard case storage
HN00263
£14.65 ex vat

+ Features 21 adjustable compartments
+ Made from tough impact resistant plastic
+ 380mm W x 310mm D x 60mm H

STORAGE

19" Heavy Duty Tote Bag
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NOTES
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